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1. Imprints
2. Letting Go
3. Anda
4. Behind Narrow Eyes
5. Linn
6. April Rain
7. Reverie
8. Wishes
9. Solitude
recommended tracks: 1, 2, 6, 9

Reveal is the third album from Elskavon, the ambient project of 26-year old Minneapolis composer
Chris Bartels. It is also the second installment of a double album, the follow-up to 2013’s Release.
The contrast and growth of the sound from Release to Reveal is certainly intentional. This is the
first Elskavon album that introduces drums and percussion, and touches on a more ethereal postrock style, while still behind an ambient wash.
Most of the Elskavon albums are written and recorded by Chris alone in the studio, but he sought
out some collaboration this time around, which adds fresh perspective and creativity to the sound.
Bjorn Nilsen, a good friend and Bora York bandmate of Chris’, recorded acoustic drums for
“Imprints,” “Letting Go,” and “April Rain.”
Another aspect of collaboration, the album artwork was again a photo by Anton Novoselov. Anton’s
photos have been used for both Release and Reveal, and the transition from night to day in these
photos coincides with the musical style progression.
While Chri finds inspiration for these songs from many aspects and facets of life, the root love of
making music for him comes down to one question. What makes you alive? Creating is obviously
a part of Chris’ identity, and obviously part of what makes him alive. His hope is that the music is
an inspiration to anyone who hears it. Don’t waste time. Live for something greater than yourself.
Find your identity, one that brings you life.
Release your imagination. So it can Reveal your identity.
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